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The Foundations of a Free Society 
by Nathaniel Bra n d en 

S
ome years ago, shortly before the col
lapse of the Soviet Empire, I was an 
invited speaker at a conference of com
pany CEOs and presidents in Acapul

co, Mexico. Another of the speakers was 
Gennady Gerasimov, who you may remem
ber was Gorbachev's spokesperson to the 
West. I went to hear his talk, which he opened 
with a joke. And the joke went like this: The 
Soviet Union has invaded and successfully 
conquered every country on the planet, with 
one except ion: New Zealand. The Soviet 
Union has chosen not to invade New Zealand. 
Question: Why? Answer: So we would know 
the market price of goods. And of course 
everybody in the audience got the joke, and 
everybody laughed, and I sat there stunned. 

M y mind went back 40 years to when I 
met Ayn Rand, who directed me to the works 
of Ludwig von Mises, the economist who 
first pointed out the impossibility of eco
nomic calculation under socia lism and ex
plained why a socia list system would have 
to end in economic collapse. And I thought 
of my first years at the University of Cali
fornia at Los Angeles, when I attempted to 
explain Mises's a rgument, and the ridicule 
that I encountered. I recall one professor in 
particulat; a professor of government, who 
told me, "The trouble with you is you're just 
prejudiced against dictatorships." 

Now, 40 years later, a representative of 
the Soviet Union is acknowledging the truth 
of M ses's observation in a joke, and it's treat
ed as self-evident. 

So the world has turned. And at one lev
el the battle between capita lism and social
ism appears to be over. Very few people 
any longer take socialism seriously as a viable 
political form of social organization. At the 
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same time, the battle for capitalism, in the 
la issez-faire sense, in the liberta rian sense, is 
very far from over. It's as if the enemies of 
capitalism in general and business in par
ticular have a thousand heads. You chop one 
off and a hundred more appear, under new 
names and new guises. 

A great deal of work is being done these 
days in one area after another, by such insti
tutions as Cato and by scholars around the 
world, to provide an increasing mountain of 
evidence that no other social system can com
pere, in terms of productivity and the stan
dard of living, with free-market capitalism. 
Moreover, there is an impressive amount of 
scholarship demonstrating why most gov
ernment efforts to solve social problems, not 
only fail, but worsen the very conditions they 
were intended to address. 

O ne has to be more and more commit
ted to unconsciousness as a po litical philos
ophy to reta in the belief that government can 
lead us to the prom ised land. At the same 
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Opting Out of Government Failure 

S
ecretary of Labor Robert B. Reich, the leading 
theoretician of the Clinton administration, has 
warned college graduates not to join an iso
lated economic elite that is increasingly with

drawing from the general society. According to 
the Washington Post, he told University of Mary
land graduates that the richest Americans are walling 
themselves off from the rest of society-living in pri
vate communities, working in the suburbs, and even 
(gasp! ) shopping in secure suburban malls. Worse, 
they are resisting efforts to spend their tax dollars 
outside their own communities. 

It's "the secession of the successful," Reich says, 
and "it threatens our nation's prosperity and its stability." 

What a charge to a graduating class: Don't be successful. 
Don't make your family as safe and secure as you can. Cheerfully 
send your hard-earned dollars not just to local politicians but to 
politicians elected by other people. 

protect peaceful people, then people will again choose to protect 
themselves with walls and guards. Not just rich people, either. Many 
working-class neighborhoods in Los Angeles are petitioning to block 
off their streets to keep out malefactors. Would Reich urge such peo
ple to put their families in harm's way to satisfy an Ivy League notion 
of social justice? No, he just wants hard-working people to pay 
more taxes so government can make more transfer payments and 
thus presumably make our cities safe again. That must be the sort 
of logic only an Ivy Leaguer can follow. Millions of Americans have 
a more sensible approach: if the government can't provide you even 
with physical safety, you'll have to protect yourself-which is why 
Americans have hired some 1.5 million private police to guard their 
homes, offices, and neighborhoods. 

There's also an increasing interest in private schools and even 
home schooling. To social democrats, home schooling must be the 
most frightening social trend around: it allows people to design their 
own curriculums, it suggests that you don't need years of education 

It might be noted that the truly rich have 
always lived in guarded homes, sent their 
children to private schools, and otherwise 
arranged a secure and protected lifestyle for 
their families. What Reich objects to is the 
fact that, by his estimate, 20 percent of Amer
ica's wage earners-those making more than 
$80,000 a year-can now afford some of the 
perks of wealth. What he's really com-

"Americans are 
fleeing the 
declining quality 

classes to teach children, and it reduces peo
ple's commitment to giving the govern
ment schools ever more money in the face of 
declining quality. No one knows just how 
many children are being educated at home-
which is an indication of the individualist, 
decentralized nature of home schooling
but estimates range from 300,000 to 1.5 mil
lion. Two-career families, of course, can't of public services.'' 

plaining about is the spread of success-just like those critics who 
warn that the middle class is shrinking but fail to mention that that's 
because so many Americans have moved into the ranks of what 
we used to call the rich. 

To bring the argument down to a petty, personal level, one might 
ask whether Secretary Reich thinks only the productive should eschew 
the benefits of their hard work, or whether he thinks his colleagues 
in the ruling class should live among hoi polloi. Has he urged 
President and Mrs. Clinton to put Chelsea in a public school? Has 
he recommended that Sen. Edward M. Kennedy move into a mid
dle-class neighborhood? Has he even advised Energy Secretary Hazel 
O'Leary to travel with an entourage of fewer than 50? 

But there is indeed a broader issue here. Why do more and more 
Americans want to "secede," in Reich's words, from community 
services? Do they aspire to be a Latin American elite, as critics charge, 
walled off from the rest of society? Are they seeking to avoid peo
ple of other races? 

There's another interpretation, of course. Americans are fleeing 
the declining quality of public services. 

Take private communities. Four million Americans now live in 
30,000 private communities- 28 mill ion people if you count pri
vately guarded apartment houses, which are in fact small gated com
munities. Ivory tower critics such as Reich and MIT economist 
Lester Thurow complain that such communities are a throwback 
to the Middle Ages. Well, maybe so. In the Middle Ages, peace
ful, productive people put walls around their cities to protect them
selves from the bandits outside. If today's city governments can' t 
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home school their children, so more of them 
are deciding that it 's better to purchase a decent education at a pri
vate school than to enlist in a futi le effort to reform the indifferent 
and unresponsive government schools. 

As for Reich's complaint that successful people shop in secure 
suburban malls, one can only ask, Is he kidding? Malls offer what 
customers want: lots of stores in one place, protection from the 
elements, plenty of parking, a pleasant environment, and yes, phys
ical safety. What kind of political theory finds that a bad thing? 

Civil society- all the·institutions of society between the indi
vidual and the state-is an essential element of a free country, and 
it's good for Americans to live, work, and even shop with people of 
all races and socioeconomic groups. Social democrats concerned 
about community values ought to reflect on what their policies have 
done to divide Americans. They've given government so many tasks, 
and so undermined the old notions of personal responsibility and 
morality, that government can no longer perform its basic function 
of protecting us from physical harm. They've centralized and bureau
cratized the schools so that little learning goes on there. They've 
nationalized and bureaucratized charity. Is it any wonder that peo
ple flee the institutions they've created? 

- David Boaz 



Pifiera speaks to members of Congress, business groups 

Social Security Privatization's Chilean Model 
Breakfast was held to brief 
legislative aides on privatization. 
Speaking at the breakfast were 
Reps. Mark Sanford (R-S.C.) and 
Bill Orton (D-Utah); Boston 
University economist Laurence 
Kotlikoff; former congressman 
Tim Penny, Caro fellow in fiscal 
policy studies; Mark Weinberger, 
a member of the project advisory 
board; and Piiiera, Tanner, and 
Shipman. Seventy-five aides 

"" attended the breakfast on Capitol 
---=IL.___I..t....._ ___ -'---------'--'~ Hill. 

O
ctober was a busy month 
for Cato's new Social 
Security Privatiza tion 
Project. The highlight event 

was a dinner in the Capitol for 
members of Congress on October 
18. Forty members attended the 
event at which Jose Pii'iera, 
cochairman of the project, 
explained how, as minister of 
labor, he guided the privatization 
of Chile's state pension program. 
The private program has been a 
rousing success. Also speaking on 
the merits of ending Social 
Security's Ponzi scheme and 
letting citizens invest their money 

Panelists Mark Weinberger, Tim Penny, and Laurence Kotlikoff listening to 
William Shipman on the fiscal predicament of the Social Security system. 

The project also rook the case 
for Social Security privatization 
on the road. Pii1era, Tanner, 

Crane, and Shipman spoke to journalists, 
bussiness groups, and Cato Sponsors in New 
York, Boston, and Chicago during the same 
week. • 

for real returns were William Shipman, the 
other cochairman of the project and a leading 
financial analyst; project director Michael 
Tanner; and Caro president Edward H. 

+ Enemies List? Cato's director of natural 
resource studies, Jerry Taylor, turned up on 
the Department of Energy's "Top 25" list 
of "Unfavorable Sources" as detailed for 
DOE in a report by the investigative firm 
Carma International, which was paid 
$43,500 to analyze news stories about the 
department and report to DOE on its crit
ics. "It's an enemies' list," Taylor told the 
Wall Street Journal. "I guess it shows you 
there's a little bit of Nixon in everybody in 
the federal government." 
+Web Cited The Caro Institute's World 
Wide Web site (http://www.cato.org) was 
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Cato Events 

Vdclav Klaus, Nien Cheng speak at Cato 

Taxes, UN, Computer Privacy at Forums 
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+ October 5: Frank Gaffney, executive direc
tor of d1e Center for Secmity Policy, and Stan
ley Kober, a Cato research fellow, discussed 
"Are We Headed for a New Cold War?" at 
a Policy Forwn. Gaffney said American inter
ests could be threatened by developments in 
Russia, China, North Korea, and elsewhere 
and called for more and wiser military spend
ing. Kober warned that the United States 
should be very cautious about expanding its 
military guarantees against Russia because 
a policy that is "too forceful" could backfire 
sparking a new cold war and perhaps worse. 

+ October 11: Donald T. Brash, chairman of 
the Board of Governors of the Bank of New 
Zealand, discussed monetary policy with 
members of Cato's policy staff at a Round
table Luncheon. 

+ October 12: Rep. David Mcintosh (R-Ind.) 
and members of his staff discussed legisla
tive issues with d1e Cato policy staff at a Con
gressional Roundtable Breakfast. 

+ October 13: A Capitol H ill Policy Briefing 
explored the question, "Whither the Repub
lican Tax Cuts?" Rep. Phil Crane (R-Ill. ) 
said that the American people suffer under 
a record aggregate tax rate and are overdue 
for a cut. Former senator Malcolm Wallop, 
chairman of the Frontiers of Freedom Foun
dation, criticized the congressional Repub
licans for failing to make clear that cutting 
the capital gains tax would stimulate eco
nomic growth. Jude Wanniski, president of 
Polyconomics, Inc., agreed, noting that the 
source of growd1 is risk taking, which is pun
ished by a tax on capital formation. 

+ October 16: Jose Pinera, cochairman of 
Cato's Social Security Privatization Project, 
and Michael Tanner, director of the proj
ect, explained why we need a p rivate pen
sion program and how to get one at a Social 
Security Luncheon held in New York City. 
Pmera privatized the pension system in Chile 
as minister of labor. 

Steve Moore, Cato director of fiscal policy studies 
(top), moderating a lively Capitol Hill Policy Brief
ing entitled "Whither the Republican Tax Cuts?" 
featuring (from top to bottom) Rep. Phil Crane, for
mer senator Malcolm Wallop, and Jude Wanniski, 
president of Polyconomics, Inc. 

+ October 17: A Social Security Luncheon 
was held in Boston with Pinera, Tanner, Cato 
president Edward H . Crane, and William 
Shipman, cochairman of the Social Securi
ty Privatization Project. 

+ October 18: Nien Cheng, author of Life and 
Death in Shanghai, discussed her imprison
ment by the Chinese communists during the 
Cultural Revolution and the future of U.S.
Chinese relations at a Roundtable Luncheon 
with Cato staff members and guests. 

+ October 18: A Social Security Dinner for 
members of Congress featured Pinera, Tan
ner, Crane, and Shipman. 

+ October 19: Legislative aides were briefed 
on Cato's Social Security Privatization Proj
ect at a Congressional Staff Breakfast. Speak
ers included Reps. Mark Sanford (R-S.C.) 
and Bill Orton (D-Utah); Boston University 
economist Laurence Kotl ikoff; former Min
nesota congressman Tim Penny, Cato fellow 
in fiscal policy studies; Mark Weinberger, a 
member of the project advisory board; and 
Piii.era, Tanner, and Shipman. 

+ October 20: A Social Security Luncheon 
was held in Chicago with Pinera, Tanner, and 
Crane. 

+ October 24: A Capitol Hi ll Briefing entitled 
"The United Nations after 50 Years: An Idea 
Whose Time Has Passed ?" examined the 
case fo r U.S. withdrawa l fro m the world 
body. Rep. Joe Scarborough (R-Fla.), who is 
sponsoring appropriate legislation, said Con
gress should repeal the United Nations Par
ticipation Act. Rep. David Funderburk (R
N.C.) expressed support for Scarborough's 
bill. Syndicated columnist Stefan H alper 
emphasized the UN's bureaucratic corrup
tion but stopped short of advocating with
drawal. Cato senior fe llow Doug Bandow 
accused the UN of overreaching through 
nation building and civil-war management 
that threaten to draw the United States into 
armed conflict. 

+ October 27: Members of the parliament 
of the Czech Republic joined the Cato poli 
cy staff in d iscussing the transition to the free 
market at a Roundtable Luncheon. 



Nien Cheng, author of Life and Death in Shanghai, with Cato chainnan 
William Niskanen at a Roundtable Luncheon on U.S.-Chinese relations. 

Stefan Halper, in background, listening to Doug Bandow accuse the UN of over
reaching its mission during a Capitol Hill Briefing on the UN after 50 years. 

Michael Tanner, Cato director of health and welfare studies, explaining why 
America needs to privatize its pension program at a luncheon in New York. 

Ted Galen Carpenter discussing foreign policy with members of the Czech 
parliament during a Roundtable Luncheon at Cato headquarters. 

+ October 26: A Policy Forum asked, "Can 
the People Be Trusted with Privacy? The 
Matter of Computer Encryption. " Phi lip 
Zimmermann, author of the powerful encryp
tion software Pretty Good Privacy (PGP), 
said the constant threat of abusive govern
ment makes it necessary for people to be able 
to protect their computer documents from 
government snoop ing . Stewart Baker, for
mer genera l counsel with the National Secu
rity Agency, said that most people don't need 
military-grade encryption to achieve ade
quate privacy and that programs such as PGP 
wiU be used by crimina ls to evade detection. 

+ October 31: Roy C. Chapman, cha irman 
and CEO of Human Capital Resources, Inc., 
outlined his alternative to traditional student 
loa ns to mem be rs o f the Ca to Institute 
policy staff at a Roundtable Luncheon. H e 
plans to make equity investments in the val
ue added by college education and package 
such investments as mutual funds that could 
be an alternative to the federal loan program. 

+ November 2: Psychologist and author 
Nathaniel Branden discussed "The Philo
sophical Foundations of a Free Society" at 
a Policy Forum. H e pointed out that the case 
for freedom must be based on a defense of 
self-interest and the pursuit of profit, which 
have done more to improve human life than 
exp licit humanitarian efforts. Ea rl ier, at a 
roundtable discussion with the Cato policy 
sta ff, he outlined his plans for a book about 
freedom, morality, and culture. 

+ November 3: At a Book Forum, journalist 
Robert James Bidinotto, editor of Criminal 
Justice? The Legal System vs. Individual 
Responsibility, deplored the decline of moral
ity and called for tougher law enforcement 
and longer pr ison terms o n behalf of the vic
tims of crime. 1i.mothy Lynch, assistant direc
tor of Caro's Center for Constitutional Stud
ies, agreed with much of Bidinotto's thesis 
but took issue with his call for elimination 
of the exclusionary ru le on illegally seized 
evidence and the building of more prisons. 

+ November 20: Visiting scholar Shikha Dalmia 
presented a paper on the theory of liberal tol
eration and attacks on it by conservatives, 
radicals, and communita rians at a Round
table Lw1eheon attended by pohcy staff mem
bers and guests. 

+ November 30: A reception and dinner were 
held for the Board of Du:ecrors at Cato head
quarters. 

+ December 1: The Board of Directors held 
their semiannual meeting. 

+ December 4: Czech Republic prime minis
ter Yaclav KJaus spoke on "ll1e Czech Repub
lic, Its Transition, and Europe" befo re an 
overflow crowd at a Po licy Forum, followed 
by a private luncheon with Caro policy staff 
and guests. Klaus explained that his formaUy 
communist country has successfu lly passed 
through the transition stage and now faces 
the difficult economic problems typical of 
market-oriented countries. • 
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Policy Forum 

Civil liberties and Criminal Justice 

T
he Cato Institute held a Book Forum in 
the F. A. Hayek Auditorium on 
November 3, 1995, to discuss crime 
and the market-liberal response. The 

speakers were Robert james Bidinotto, a staff 
writer for Reader 's Digest and editor of 
Criminal Justice? The Legal System vs. 
Individual Responsibility, and Timothy 
Lynch, assistant director of the Cato 
Institute's Center for Constitutional Studies. 

Bob Bidinotto: Let me start out with a couple 
of stories that illustrate two things that I think 
are significantly wrong with our criminal 
justice system. In my investigations of the 
criminal justice system, which have taken me 
literally coast to coast, I find these kinds of 
stories all too comm on. 

One of them took place recently in my 
home town. A little girl , eight years old, was 
stabbed to death and then drowned in a 
bathtub by her mother's live-in boyfriend. It 
turned out that in 1990 the boyfriend had 
committed a knife-point rape in the next 
county. But before he went to trial, he was 
aUowed to plea bargain. He pled his crime 
down to simple assau lt and burglary. The 
consequence that he suffered was a 12-month 
suspended sentence. 

Unfortunately, that is not unusual. In 
1991,590,000 convicted violent felons were 
out on parole and probation in this country. 
Only 370,000 convicted violent felons were 
locked up. That indicates an aspect of the 
criminal justice system that I call expediency, 
the opportunistic processing of people 
through the system witho ut regard to 
proportionality. 

The second story is about a young 
woman named Barbara Peterson, a plant 
geneticist in Michigan, who worked nights, 
so she had to sleep during the day. She was 
awakened one day by some kids carrying on 
next door. She stepped out on her porch and 
said to the kids, "Excuse me, I'm trying to 
sleep here. Could you please quiet down?" 
T hat apparently was enough to provoke 
them to come onto her porch, grab her by 
the hair, drag her off the porch, and spend 
the next 15 minutes beating and kicking her. 
Consequences for Barbara: she is no longer 
a plant geneticist, she has massive medical 
bills and massive psychologica l counseling 
bi lls, and she's on public ass istance. 
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Consequences for the two little cherubs who 
yanked her off the porch and beat her up: 
they were forced by the court to write her a 
letter of apology. That shows another aspect 
of the system, disproportion. 

When I was looking for clues to why we 
find disproportionality and expediency 
th roughout the system, I came to the 
conclusion that the system was designed that 
way. Looking into the history of the ideas of 
the people who sculpted the criminal justice 

''My explanation 
for crime is the 
absence of con
straints, internal 
and external-an 
absence propelled 
and writ into law by 
an excuse-making 
industry." 
system , and the people who staff it, I 
concluded that the ideas, the theoretical 
foundations of our modern criminal justice 
system, could not lead to anything other than 
disproportion and expediency. 

One of the key ideas that seemed to 
underlie a lot of the others was a very 
innocent error in response to a very natural 
question: what causes crime? The premise 
of the questio n is that something drives 
people to commit crimes, that under normal 
circumstances people do not commit crimes. 

Over the decades and even centuries, 
we've had numerous explanations for 
criminality, including biological explanations, 
bad-seed theories, and genetic theories. In 
the psychological and medica l profession, 
when the medical side is dominant, you find 
medical explanations, and w hen the 
psychological side is dominant, you find 
psychological explanations. 

Then there are sociological explanations 
for crime: environment, peer pressure, toilet 
training, ethnic background, neighborhood, 
whatever. All of those have been correlated 
in one way or a nother with increased 
criminality. 

And, of course, there are the 
psychological excuses. The major source of 
those, in our time, was probably Sigmund 
Freud, who had an enormous impact on our 
thinking about crime and criminals. The 
whole idea is that repressed inner drives are 
manifesting themselves, forcing people to do 
things that under normal circumstances they 
wouldn't do. 

All of those theories, however, agree on 
something fundamental: there are causes of 
crime; there are circumstances that drive 
people to criminality, a nd therefore the 
criminal is as much a victim of circumstance 
as are his victims. 

T he causation premise leads to a 
conclusion: if the individual can't help it, if 
he is driven to crime by factors beyond his 
control, then punishment is wrong. Indeed , 
the eminent psychologist Karl Menninger 
some years ago wrote a book entitled The 
Ctime of Punishment. Clearly, punishment 
itself is an injustice, if the criminal can't help 
it or if he has diminished responsibility. 

Other implications: Our response to 
crime should be collective, not individual. 
We should forget about the individual crime 
victim and look for social remedies for crime. 
We should try to prevent crime generaUy. We 
should try to rehabi litate criminals. 

The past crime victim is forgotten in all 
of this, of necessi ty. Victims are a very 
discomfiting element of our system because 
they remind us of the harm that was done. 
And when we focus on the victims of crime, 
we face a choice: we can respond to crime 
in proportion to the damage done to the 
victim or we can throw proportionality out 
the window. We can make the brutal kids 



write a letter of apology in hopes of 
rehabilitating them in the future and forget 
about Barbara. 

Our approach to crime, generally 
speaking, has been forward looking, rather 
than backward looking. The past crime 
victim must be forgotten in a utilitarian 
scheme because such a scheme does not allow 
for individual considerations of justice and 
proportionality. Not only has our response 
become collective, the uti litarian premise 
excludes moral considerations in pwlishment. 

I think the problem with the utilitarian 
viewpoint can be summed up in t\:vo words: 
Susan Snlith. Is our response to Susan Snlith's 
act to try to deter similar acts in the future? 
Does anybody really think that there are 
millions of Susan Smiths out there just 
waiting to drown their babies and that if we 
don't have a strong deterrent, they are all 
going to do so? How about prevention? Do 
we think that we should lock up Susan Snlith 
forever so that she doesn't drown more 
babies? Is that a rational response? How 
about rehabilitation? Is the response to 
someone who drowns her babies to try to 
transform her into somebody who won't 
drown her future babies? 

Those utilitarian considerations kind of 
nliss the point, which is, who speaks for the 
babies? W here do they fit in? How about 
restitution, a suggestion commonly made by 
free marketers? To whom is Susan Smith 
going to pay restitution? And how much? 
Proportionality is the one thing that suffers 
in all of the utilitarian considerations, because 
they are focused on Susan Smith's future, on 
society's future. The victims? Disappeared. 
Gone. 

We have spent trillions of dollars on the 
so-called root causes of crime in recent years. 
We've warped our entire legal system away 
from proportionate punishment. We've 
changed our penal institutions into 
"correctional institutions" that have, judging 
by today's recidivism rates, been correcting 
very few people. We've expanded the rights, 
so-called, of criminals against various forms 
of punishment or legal proceedings. We've 
expanded plea bargaining and alternatives 
to incarceration-good time, early parole, 
selective incapacitation-that have nothing 
to do with a proportionate response to the 
damage that was done. 

We've done all of those tllings, and where 
are we? Since 1960 crime rates per capita 
have tripled. Per capita violent crime rates 
are four and one-half times greater. Your 
chances of being a victim of violent crime 
are four and a half times greater today than 
they were in 1960-after tl1e expenditure of 
all of the trill ions of dollars, after a ll of the 
remedia l measures, after correctional 
institutions and training programs and 
alternatives to incarceration. Recidivism rates 

''Our Constitution 
created a federal 
government of 
limited and enu
merated powers, 
and it's clear that 
crime fighting was 
reserved to the 
states." 
are still right up there. Why? 

Let me suggest that the premise of the 
question "what causes crime?" is wrong. In 
1776 in The Wealth o{Nations, Adam Smith 
asked a question that was very different from 
the ones that had been asked before. Two 
hundred years ago people were asking what 
caused poverty, why people were poor, and 
Snlith stood tl1e question on its head. He said 
th at poverty is the natural condition of 
mankind. The question is, what causes the 
accumulation of wealth? 

Let me dare to follow in Snlith's footsteps 
and suggest that the question that we should 
ask is, W hat causes people not to commit 
crime? W hy has no one stood up in the 
audience and shot me? Why has no one 
thrown a book at me? What causes us not 
to commit crime? I would suggest two 
answers. One is a general category of reasons 
called "internal constraints on behavior" 
that most of us, at one time, would have 
called morality, or values, and their emotional 
epiphenomena, guilt and shame-the kinds 
of emotions that make us feel unworthy. 
We're not supposed to commit crimes 
because we have certain standards, and if we 
violate those standards, we feel guilty. Guilt 
inhibits us, sometimes even before the fact 
and frequently even when no one's looking 
and we can't possibly be caught. 

We're raising a generation of k ids, 
indeed, generations of kids, without internal 
constraints on their behavior. Let me give 
you some statistics: from 1985 to 1993 the 
murder rate by people 25 years old and older 
went down 25 percent; the murder rate by 
people 18 to 25 went up 60 percent; the 
murder rate by 14 to 17 year olds went up 
165 percent. We live in an age in which far 
more people recognize the name H oward 
Stern than the name Isaac Stern. If I say the 
word Madonna, everybody thinks of the 
singer, not the nativity scene. We live in a 
very, very different world from the one in 
which we grew up, where moral codes were 
stronger and internal constraints on behavior 
were firmer. And as a result, we're cranking 
out young sociopaths by the thousands. 
Demographically we can expect a whole lot 
more by the year 2000. 

The other reason we don't comnlit crimes 
is external constraints, what we used to call 
fear of negative consequences. We don't drive 
a car 100 miles per hour toward a brick wall 
because we know what the consequences 
will be. 

My book Criminal justice? deals with 
the external constraints. We're raising kids 
who are propelling themselves like high
powered sports vehicles without steering 
wheels, wi thout brakes, with nothing but 
accelerators. And the guardrails of society 
are the external constraints. 

The thesis of my book is that the same 
ideas that have undermined internal 
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JUSTICE Continued from page 7 

constraints on behavior have also been 
undermining external constraints. We have 
seen numerous holes punched into the 
cr iminal justice system, so that proportionate 
consequences are no longer deflected back 
o nto the perpetrator. Justice is the moral 
principle of accountability, that an individual 
is a causal agent of his actions, and therefore 
he deserves the consequences, good or bad. 
In the free-market system, that means that 
if he produces, he profits. If he commits 
crimes, however, the bad consequences are 
deflected back on him. Why? Because the 
criminal, by definition, is someone w ho 
wants to live at the expense of somebody 
else. And the crim inal justice system has 
traditionally said, "No you won't. We're not 
going to let you. We're going to deflect the 
harm you are doing back onto you. We're 
going to be the br ick wall tha t you don't 
want to hit." 

My explanation for crime is no t the 
presence of factors that drive people to crime. 
My explanation for the tripling of our crime 
rates is the absence of constraints, both 
internal and external, that we have seen in 
recent generations-an absence that I think 
has been propelled, promulgated, and writ 
into law by an "excuse-making industry" 
spawned by social scientists, phi losophers, 
psychologists, sociologists, and journalists. 

I would urge classica l liberals to be 
cognizant of the fact that violations of rights 
are violations o f rights whether they are 
perpetrated by governments or by 
individuals. We should be as concerned with 
the right of people to be as free fro m 
interpersonal harm as from harm perpetrated 
by the institutions of the law, which are 
supposed to be protecting us. 

I wrote my book in that spirit. I wrote it 
for rhe crime victims that I have met from 
coast to coast, whose individual plights and 
individual concerns are getting no attention 
whatsoever today. I wrote it to return them 
to center stage in our considerations of what 
a criminal justice system should be doing. 

Timothy Lynch: I recommend Crim inal 
justice? as a clear and compelling statement 
of the need to hold the individual criminal 
responsible for his actions. Since Bob has 
effectively summarized what I found most 
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insightful in his book, I will focus on some 
of its shortcomings. 

First, the book proposes a number of 
changes in the criminal justice system without 
making it clear exactly who should be 
making those changes-Congress or the 50 
state legislatures. Over the past 50 years 
we've seen the federal government assume a 
larger and larger role in the criminal justice 
system. The budget for the Department of 
Justice, for example, has quadrupled since 
1980. Justice has added over 800 agents to 
the Federal Bm·eau of Investigation, 700 Drug 
Enforcement Administration agents, and over 
1,200 federal prosecutors in just the last seven 

"The premise of 
the question 'what 
causes crime?' is 
wrong." 
years. The number of federal crimes has 
exploded from 3 in our Constitution of 1787 
to more than 3,000 today. 

The trend toward federalization flies in 
the face of constitutiona l p rinciples. Our 
Constitution created a federal government 
of limited and enumerated powers, and it's 
clear that crime fighting was o ne of the 
powers that was reserved to the states under 
the Tenth Amendment. 

Second, anyone unfamiliar with the issues 
associated with the constitutional rights of 
the accused would come away from the book 
with the impression that the Supreme Court 
has been overly protective of the Bill of 
Rights, but that impression would be a gross 
distortion of the truth. The truth is that the 
Court has created a few phony constitutional 
rights, but it has also a llowed law 
enforcement officials to trample on genuine 
constitutional rights. I'll give you a few quick 
examples. The Sixth Amendment says, in 
part, " In all criminal prosecutions, the 
accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy and 
public trial, by an impartia l jury, of the State 
and district wherein the crime shall have been 
committed ." But the Supreme Court has held 
that there is a petty-offense loophole in tha t 
guarantee. If the state accuses you of a crime 

that carries a penalty of six months 
imprisonment or less, then the state does not 
have to put on a jury trial. 

Because the Supreme Court has upheld 
dual prosecutions in state and federal court, 
our protection against double jeopardy is 
weakened every time Congress federalizes a 
state crime. You may recall that this issue 
got some attention after the Rodney King 
incident. The police officers involved were 
initially acquitted in state court, but charges 
were later brought w1der federal law and the 
officers were convicted the second time 
around. 

Due p rocess is also th rown out the 
window to make life easier for prosecutors. 
In 1991 the Justice Department demanded 
a single megatrial of 22 members of the 
Chicago street gang El Rukn. One jury for 
22 defendants is a farce. Unfortunately, 
mega trials are becoming more frequent. That 
disturbing trend is an indication of how far 
our system is straying from the idea of 
individual justice. 

T hird, the book gives the impression that 
law enforcement personnel are virtuous 
public servants striving to capture and pwlish 
vicious criminals, but that their efforts are 
being undermined by clever criminal defense 
lawyers and goofy liberal judges. The 
uncomfortable reality is that law enforcement 
officers and prosecutors are not a lways the 
virtuous public servants that they would like 
us to think they are. We already know about 
the police officers who beat Rodney King; 
the disastrous standoff at Waco; the good ol' 
boy weekend sponsored by the Bureau of 
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms; the FBI 
snipers a t Ruby Ridge; and Mark Fulllman, 
whose name seems to be a household word 
now. Every time some wrongdoing is 
uncovered, we're told that it's merely an 
aberra tion. I'm afra id that's not the case. 
Police corruption, for example, is a very 
serious problem, especia lly in our big city 
police departments. And I'm not referring 
just to police officers on the take. I'm talking 
about w idespread deceit and perjury. Last 
year the Mollen Commission Report on 
corruption in New York City found that the 
most common form of police corruption was 
the falsification of reports and courtroom 
perjury. Perjmy was so common that it gave 
rise to a new term, "testilying." 



Fina lly, everyone acknowledges that our 
prisons are overflowing with inmates, but 
the contributors to Criminal j ustice? tell us 
that we have a simple choice between more 
prisons and more crime. Let's put the prison 
construction recommendation into context. 
In 1970 we had fewer than 100 state and 
federal prisoners per 100,000 population; in 
1980 we had 139; in 1985, 201; in 1990, 
292; and in 1995, 565. Our prison capacity 
has been expanding. Between 1984 and 1990 
the capacity of the state prison systems grew 
by 50 percent. Between 1984 and 1994 the 
capacity of the federal prisons grew by 175 
percent. 

The advocates of prison construction are 
rarely specific about how much prison space 
we need, but I think we can get an idea of 
what's going to be necessary if the war on 
drugs continues. 

Right now there are 5.1 million people 
under correctional supervision. If we were 
about to capture the last few hundred drug 
dealers and users, the recommendation to 
build more prisons might make some sense. 
But everybody knows that the government 
is not about to capture the last few hundred 
drug dealers and users. When you consider 
the fact that there are about 20 million drug 
users in the United States, you can see the 
utter futility of trying to increase prison space. 
We have 1.5 million people in local, state, 
and federal prisons right now, and that's a 
record. Despite huge increases in prison 
capacity, we're still 25 percent over capacity. 
Even dou bling the number of people in 
prison over the next three to five year s 
wouldn't make much more than a dent in 
the drug trade, as our experience over the 
last 14 years has shown. 

To his credit, Bob acknowledges in the 
final pages of the book that the drug laws 
are largely responsible for the overcrowding 
problem. H e calls for an end to prohibition, 
but in the same breath he calls for additional 
prison construction. I think it would be a 
serious mistake to expand America's prison 
capacity during this crisis period of drug 
prohibition. Limited prison capacity is the 
most important restraint we have on the 
politicians and drug czars who would escalate 
the war on drugs to ever higher levels. 

Despite its flaws, I think Criminal justice? 

is a very good book. • 
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BRANDEN Colllinued from page 1 

time, as a long-time advocate of the liber
tarian vision, I have been absorbed by the 
question of why the battle for a free society 
has been so long and so hard and seems to 

encounter new challengers every time one 
falls away. 

What Is Required for a Free Society? 

Clea rly more is required than Hayek 
thought when he argued that economic edu
cation would be sufficient to bring the world 
to an appreciation of free markets. My own 
conviction is that philosophical education is 
required, moral educatio n is required, psy
chological education is required, and that no 
free society can last without an appropriate 
philosophy and supporting culture. A free 
society requires and entails a whole set of 
values, a whole way of looking at people
at human relationships, at the relationship 
of the individual to the state- about w hich 
there has to be some decent level of consen
sus. 

Let me describe an event that has had a 
profound impact on me. About 18 months 
ago I received a telephone ca ll from a young 
female Ph.D. candidate in psychology. She 
had learned that I would be lecturing a t a 
conference in South Carol ina, which she 
would be attending, and wanted to meet with 
me to discuss my becoming a consultant to 
her on her doctoral thesis. She described her
self as an admirer of my work. O nly when 
we began to discuss how we would find each 
other at the conference did she mention that 
she was blind. I was a bit stunned: how could 
a blind woman know my work so well? She 
chuckled when I asked that question, told 
me to wait a minute, and the next thing I 
heard was a mechanical voice reading from 
my book The Six Pillars of Self-Esteem. It 
was a special computer that reads, she explained; 
first it scans the pages of a book, then it trans
lates the signals into spoken words. 

I thought of the scientists who identified 
the laws of nature that underlie that achieve
ment. I thought of the inventors who con
verted those laws into usable technology. I 
thought of the businesspersons w ho orga
nized the factors of product ion to manu
facture that machine and make it available 
in the marketplace. None of those people are 
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what the conventional wisdom calls "human
itarians." And yet, if lightening the burden 
of human existence and ameliorating suf
fering are considered desirable, then what 
act of "compassion " for this woman could 
rival what was given bet; not out of some
one's pity or kindness, but out of some
one's passion to achieve and to make mon
ey in the process? 

We do not hear the term "compassion
ate" applied to business executives or entre
preneurs, certainly not when they are engaged 
in their normal work (as distinct from their 
philanthropic activities). Yet in terms of results 
in the measurable form of jobs created, lives 

"A handful of 
capitalists has done 
infinitely more for 
mankind than all 
the people who 
march under the 
banner of 
compassion." 
enriched, communities built, living standards 
raised, and poverty healed, a handful of cap
italists has done infinitely more for mankind 
than a ll the self-serving politicians, academ
ics, social workers, and religionists who march 
under the banner of "compassion" (and often 
look with scorn on those engaged in "com
merce"). 

The late Warren Brookes, in his book The 
Economy in Mind, told a relevant story: 

[Ernst] Mahler was an entrepreneurial 
genius whose innovative ideas and lead
ership, over a period of about 20 years, 
transformed [Kimberly Clark, a] once
small, insular newsprint and tissue man
ufacturer into one of the largest paper 
corporations in the world , which gives 
p rosperous employment to more than 
100,000 and produces products (which 
Mahler helped to innovate) that are now 

used by more than 2 billion people. Mahler 
became enormously wealthy, of course. 
Yet his personal fortune was insignificant 
when compared with the permanent pros
perity he generated, not only for his own 
company but for the hundreds of thou
sands who work for industries which his 
genius ultimately spawned and which 
long outlived him- not to mention the 
revolutionary sanitary products that have 
liberated two generations of women, or 
the printing papers that completely trans
formed international publishing and com
munications for fifty years. 

I can safely predict that you have nev
er heard of him up to this moment. Not 
one person in 100 million has. Yet his 
contribution has permanently uplifted 
the lives of millions and far exceeds in 
real compassion most of our self-con
gratulatory polit icians and "activists" 
whose names are known to all . 

The moral of the story is that a relatively 
small number of inventors and capita lists 
have made incalculable contributions to 
human welfare and human well-being and 
yet are not what most people think of when 
they think of leading a moral life. They are 
not factored into the moral equation. We live 
in a culture that teaches that morality is self
sacrifice and that compassion and service to 

others are the ultimate good. We don't asso
ciate morality with ambition, achievement, 
innovation; and we certainly don't associate 
it with profit making. But if the standard by 
which we are judging is human well-being, 
then w hatever the enormous merits of com
passion, they do not compare with the con
tributions to well-being that are made by the 
motivation of achievement. 

One of the great problems of our world, 
and the ultimate difficulty in fighting for a 
liberta rian society, is the complete lack of fit 
between the values that actually support and 
nurture human life and well-being and the 
things that people are taught to thirtk of as 
noble or moral or admirable. The calamity 
of our time and aU times past is the complete 
lack of congruence between the va lues that, 
in fact, most serve li fe and the values we 
are taught to esteem most. So long as that 
lack of congruence exists, the battle for free
dom can never be permanently won. 



Spiritual Needs 
People have not only material needs, they 

have psychological needs, they have spiritu
a l needs. And it is the spiritual needs that will 
have the last word. Untll the libertarian vision 
is understood as a spiritual quest and not 
merely an economic quest, it will continue 
to face the kind of misunderstandings and 
adversaries it faces today. 

So I'm enormously interested in what has 
to be understood if a free society is to sur
vive and flomish. A free society cannot flour
ish on a cul ture committed to irra tional
ism. And 20th-century philosophy has wi t
nessed a virulent worldwide rebellion against 
the values of reason, objectivity, science, truth, 
and logic-under such names as postmod
ernism, poststructuralism, deconstruction
ism, and a host of others. 

It's not an accident that most of the peo
ple doing the attacking also happen to be sta
tists. In fact, I don't know of any who aren't. 
You cannot have a noncoercive society if you 
don't have a conm1on currency of exchange, 
and the only one possible is rational per
suasion. But if there is no such thing as rea
son, the only cmrency left is coercion. So one 
thing that libertarianism in the broad philo
sophical sense has to include is respect for 
the Western values of reason, o bjectivity, 
truth, and logic, which make possible civi
lized discourse, argument, conversation, con
fronta tion, and resolution of differences. 

Self-Responsibility 

Another great value that was once cen
tral to the American tradition, and that has 
now all but disappeared, is one very close to 
my heart as a psychologist, namely the prac
tice of self-responsibility. We began as a fron
tier country in which nothing was given and 
virtually everything had to be created. We 
began as a country of individualism in which, 
to be sure, people helped one another and 
engaged in mutual aid, but it was certainly 
taken as a foregone conclusion that each indi
vidual adult bore primary responsibility for 
his or her own existence. If you helped peo
p le, ·it was to get them back on their feet. The 
assumption was that the normal path of 
growth was from the dependence of child
hood to the independence and self-respon
sibi lity of adulthood. 

That vision has all but vanished, if not 

from our culture, then from the intellectual 
spokespersons for this culture. We hear more 
and more stories about the insane things that 
happen when people are no longer held to 

any kind of accountability or self-responsi
bility. You may have heard of the agent of 
the Federa l Bureau of Investigation who was 
found to be embezzling money from the 
bureau to feed his gambling habit. When he 
was discovered, he was fired. H e sued the 
FBI under the Americans with Disabilities 

''The battle for 
capitalism, in the 
libertarian sense, is 
very far from over." 
Act, arguing that he was being discriminat
ed against because he had a disease, name
ly gambling addiction. The judge ordered 
him reinstated on the job. Has there ever 
been a civilized society in which it has been 
easier to avoid responsibility? 

As a psychologist, I am keenly aware that 
in working with individuals, nothing is more 
important for their growth to healthy matu
rity than realizing that each of us has to be 
responsible for our own life and well-being, 
for our own choices and behavior, and that 
blaming and dependency are a dead end; they 
serve neither self nor others. You ca1mot have 
a world that works, you can't have an orga
nization, a marriage, a relationship, a life 
that works, except on the premise of self
responsibility. And without that as a central 
cultural value, there is no way for people to 
really get what libertarianism is all about. 

One of the main psychological, ethical under
pinnings of libertarianism is the premise that 
we must take responsibility for our own lives 
and be accountable for o ur own actions . 
There is no other way for a civilized society 
to operate. 

For thousands of years, to tum to aneth
ical dimension, people have been taught that 
self-interest is evil. And for thousands of years 
they have been taught that the essence of 
virtue is self-sacrifice. To a large extent that 
is a doctrine of control and manipula tion. 
"Selfish" is what we call people when they 
are doing what they want to do, rather than 
what we want them to do. 

The world is changing. Imagine, for exam
ple, that a speaker was addressing a room 
full of women, only women, and he said, 
"Ladies, the essence of morality is realizing 
that you are here to serve. Your needs are 
not what is important. Think only of those 
you serve; nothing is more beautiful than 
self-sacrifice." Well, in the modern world, 
such a speaker would rightly be hooted off 
the stage. Q uestion: What happens if the 
same speech is made to a mixed audience? 
Why is what's wrong with it different if men 
are also in the audience? We need to rethink 
our w hole ethical framework . We need to 
rethink and realize that it is the natural right 
of an organism, not only to defend and to 
sustain its own life, but to fulflll its own needs, 
to pmsue its own values, bound by the moral 
obligation not to violate the rights of oth
ers by coercion or fraud, not to willingly par
ticipate in a coercive society. 

The Animus toward Business 

For a very long time in vi rtually every 
major civilization we know of, there has been 
a terrific animus toward businesspersons. 
It was found in ancient Greece, in the Ori
ent, everywhere. The trader, the banker, the 
merchant, the businessman has always been 
a favorite villain. But if we understand that 
the businessman is the person most instru
mental in turning new knowledge and new 
discoveries into the means of human survival 
and well-being, then to be anti-business is in 
the most profound sense to be anti-li fe. 

That doesn't mean that one glamorizes 
business or denies the fact that businesspeo
ple sometimes do unethical things, but we 

Co11tinued on page 13 
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Capital gains tax hu1'ts competitiveness, low-income Americans 

Bosnia Plan Is Blueprint for Disaster 

T 
he terms of the emerging peace accord 
to end the war in Bosnia are a 
blueprint for disastet; writes Ted Galen 
Carpentet~ Caro's director of foreign 

policy studies. In "Holbrooke Horror: The 
U.S. Peace Plan for Bosnia " (Foreign Policy 
Briefing no. 37), Carpenter says that 
Washington foolishly insists on maintaining 
the fiction of a united Bosnian state while 
accepting a de facto partition. Renewed 
fighting is highly probable when the Serb 
self-governing "entity" attempts to secede 
and merge with Serbia and the M uslim
dominated govenun ent tries to assert Bosnia's 
sovereignty. Indeed, says Carpenter, a clash 
between Musl im and Croat forces is also 
possible, since any Muslim-Croat 
cooperation has been a matter of expediency. 
To enforce such an inherently unworkable 
settlement would be to recklessly put 
American treasure and lives a t risk. 

Carpenter concludes that since Bosnia is 
little more than a battleground for contending 
ethno-religious factions, and the United States 
has no vita l interests there, Washington 
should let the competing factions work out 
their own destiny, however long it takes. 
O nly a settlement forged by the parties to 
the conflict-an agreement that reflects 
battlefield realities and the balance of political 
and military forces-has any chance of 
achieving a durable peace. 

Capital Gains Tax Cut Would Help 
Low-Income People 

A cut in the capital gains tax will benefit 
poor and working-class Americans most, 
according to Stephen Moore, Cato's director 
of fiscal policy studies, and economist John 
Silvia. Contrary to popular belief, they write 
in "The ABCs of the Capital Gains Tax" 
(Policy Analysis no. 242), a capital gains tax 
cut actually increases taxes paid by the 
wealthy. "Over the past 30 years, every time 
the capital ga ins tax has been raised, tax 
payments by wealthy Americans have fallen. 
Every t ime the tax rate has been cut, tax 
payments by the wealthy have substantially 
risen, " write Moore and Silvia. 

They say that a capital gains tax cut would 
unlock hundreds of bill ions of dollars of 
un realized capita l ga ins, thus promoting 
investment in new technologies and 
entrepreneuria l ventures. T he report 
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calculates that there is now $7 trillion in 
unrealized capital gains in the United States. 
lf a ra te cur unlocked even 10 percent of 
those gains, the government would raise 
nea rly $150 billion in added revenues. 

Moore and Silvia conclude that "the most 
economically efficient capital gains tax rate 
is zero ." Most of the fast growing Asian 
tigers, including Hong Kong, Korea, 
Singapore, and Taiwan, have a zero capital 
ga ins tax rate. The United States has the 
highest effective capital gains tax rate in the 
industrial ized world, w hich significantly 
impairs the country's ability to compete for 
scarce investment capital in a global 
economy. 

U.S. Bailout Hurts Mexican Economy 

The Clinton administration 's use of 
Treasury funds to support the Mexican peso 
is aggravating that country's long-term 
eco no mic problems and is an uncon
stitutional expenditure of money. So write 
W Lee Hoskins, president of the Huntington 
National Bank and former president of the 
Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland, and 
James W Coons, the Huntington Bank's chief 
economist, in "Mexico: Policy Failure, Moral 
H azard , and Market Solutions " (Policy 
Analysis no. 243 ). Hoskins and Coons warn 
that aid from the United States and the 
International Monetary Fund is producing 
debt rather than necessary reform. 

The authors say the loans have helped 
special interests and done nothing to raise 
living standards for most Mexican citizens 
because the money has been used to cut 
in vestors' losses and to avoid making 
institutional and policy changes. Four times 
in the past 20 years the United States has 
responded to Mexico's election-year currency 
crises by lending Mexico increasing amounts 
of money as a short-term economic solution. 
The authors find that the U.S. bailouts have 
insulated Mexican governments from the 
consequences of their actions, thus ensuring 
continued poor monetary policy and future 
crises. The Mexican peso crisis, they add, 
did not pose a serious threat to the 
international financial system. Moreover, the 
Clinton administration's disbursing of U.S. 
funds without congressional appropriation 
vio lates the constitutional principle of 
separation of powers. 

American Alliance with Japan 
Unjust and Unstable 

The U.S. military alliance w ith Japan not 
only provides a lucrative defense subsidy to 
the Japanese at the expense of American 
taxpayers; it also enables Tokyo to evade 
important security responsibi lities in East 
Asia, according to " Paternalism and 
Dependence: The U.S.-Ja panese Security 
Relationship" (Policy Analysis no. 244) by 
Ted Galen Carpenter. T he study contends 
that the alliance is designed for a bygone era 
in which Japan was economically weak and 
the two countries faced a powerfu l global 
military threat-the Soviet Union. Today 
Japan is an economic great power and should 
play the lead role in promoting security and 
stability in East Asia instead of relying on 
the United States to do so. 

Carpenter points o ut tha t the defense 
subsidy to Japan has amounted to more than 
$900 bill ion (1995 dolla rs) since the early 
1950s, that being East Asia's policeman costs 
America approximately $40 bi llion a year, 
and that the United States spends nearly six 
times as much on the military as does Japan. 
Carpenter warns that an alliance in which 
one party must assume most of the risks and 
costs w hile the other party reaps the benefits 
is unstable as well as unjust. U.S. 
policymakers who foolishly try to preserve 
an inequitable status quo risk an abrupt , 
acrimonious rupture in the U.S.-Japanese 
rela tionship. He calls for the withdrawal of 
all U.S. forces from Japanese territory within 
five years and the termination of the alliance 
two years la ter. 

Washington Needs Diplomacy Overhaul 

Because of the end of the Cold War, the 
advent of new communications technologies, 
the worldwide trend toward decentralized 
government, and the increasing importance 
of economic-rather than political
relatio ns, Washington needs to overhaul its 
approach to diplomacy. T hat's the view of 
former U.S. Foreign Service officer Charles 
Schmi tz in "Changing the Way We Do 
Business in Lnternational Relations" (Policy 
Analysis no . 245). Schmitz argues that the 
conduct of U.S. foreign policy needs to be 
streamlined and that more of the business of 
international relations shou ld be conducted 
by regional or local author ities, businesses, 
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do need to challenge the idea that there is 
something intrinsically wrong about p ursu
ing self-interest. We need to fight the idea 
that profit is a dirty word. We need to rec
ognize that the whole mi racle of America, 
the great innovation of the American polit
ical system, was that it was the first coun
try in the history of the world that politi
cally acknowledged the right to the pursuit 
of self-interest, as sovereign, as inalienable, 
as basic to what it means to be a human being. 
The result was the release of an extravagant, 
unprecedented amount of human energy in 
the service of human life. 

We cannot ta lk about politics or eco
nomics in a vacuum. We have to ask our
selves: On what do our political convictions 
rest? W hat is the implicit view of human 
nature that lies behind or underneath our 
political beliefs? What is our view of how 
human beings ought to relate tO one anoth
er? W ha t is our view of the rela tionship of 
the individual to the state? What do we think 
is "good" and why do we think so? 

Any comprehensive portrait of an ideal 
society needs to begin with identifying such 
principles as those, and from that develop
ing the libertarian case. We do have a soul 
hunger, we do have a spiritua l hunget; we do 
want to believe and feel and experience tha t 
life has meaning. And that's why we need to 
understand that we're ta lking about much 
more than market transactions. We're talk
ing about an individua l's ownership of his 
or her own life. The battle for self-owner
ship is a sacred battle, a spir itua l battle, 
and it involves much more than economics. 

and private citizens. 
One of the main candidates for reform 

is U.S. embassy operations, Schmitz contends. 
Instead of supporting la rge and expensive 
embassy operations in every country 
recognized by the United States, Washington 
should rethink the importance o f each 
country and reengineer the U.S. dip lomatic 
presence accordingly. Schmi tz writes that 
many embassy functions either a re irrelevant 
or could be performed equally well and at a 
much lower cost by "contracting o ut" to 

private organizations. 
Sch mitz also argues tha t a number of 

fo reign po licy institut ions could be 
eliminated , includ ing the Uni ted States 

Without the moral dimension, without 
the spiritual dimension, we may win the short
term practical debate, but the statists will 
always claim the moral high ground in spite 
of the evi l that results from their programs 
and in spite of their continuing fai lure to 
achieve any of their allegedly lofty goals. 

T don 't think that there is any battle more 
worth fighting in the world today than the 
battle for a truly free society. I believe that 
we really need to think through all the dif
ferent aspects fr om w hich it need s to be 
defended, argued foJ; explained, encouraged, 
supported; and then according to our own 
interests and areas of competency, we pick 
the area in which we can make the biggest 
contribution. 

Marx, Freud, and Freedom 

My own view is tha t the philosophical 
and the moral and ultimately the psycho
logical are the base of everything in this sphere. 
And I'll give just one concluding example of 
the psychological. W hen people think of the 
disintegration and deterioration of a semi
free society such as we've had, they think 
of Marx as a very negative influence, which 
of course he was. They are much less likely 
to appreciate the relevance of a man from 
my own profession, Sigmund Freud. 

W hat could Freud have to do with the 
welfare state? My answer is, p lenty. It was 
Freud and his followers who wer e most 
responsible for introducing into American 
culture and spreading the doctrine of psy
chological determinism, according to which 
all of us are entirely controlled and manip
ulated by forces over which we have no con
trol, freedom is an illusion, ult imately we are 

Information Agency, the Agency for 
International Development, and the 
Commerce Department's overseas operations. 

Medical Licensing Means 
"Medical Monopoly" 

Requ iring the licensing of hea lth care 
professionals creates a " medical monopoly" 
and leads to higher costs and fewer choices 
for consumers. In "The M edical Monopoly: 
Protecting Consumers or Limiting 
Competition ?" (Policy Analysis no. 246), 
health policy consultant Sue A. Blevins shows 
that state licensure laws and federa l 
regula tions limit the kinds of services 
nonphysician health care professiona ls can 

responsible for nothing. If we do anything 
good, we deserve no credit. If we do any
thing bad, we deserve no reprimand. We are 
merely the helpless pawns of the forces work
ing upon us, be they our instincts or our envi
ronment or our toilet training. 

Freud, whatever h is in tentions, is the 
father of the "I couldn't help it" school. (Per
haps credit should be shared with behavior
ism, the other leading school of psychology 
in this country, that propounds its own equal
ly adamant version of determinism. ) The 
inevitable result of the acceptance of deter
minism, of the belief that no one is respon
sible fo r anything, is the kind of whining, 
blame shifting, and abdication of responsi
bility we have all around us today. Any advo
cate of freedom, any advocate of civilization, 
has to challenge the doctr ine of psychologi
cal determinism and has to be able to argue 
rationally and persuasively for the principle 
of psychological freedom or free will, which 
is the underpinning of the doctrine of self
responsibility. 

M y book Taking Responsibility address
es the task of showing the relationship between 
free will on the one hand and persona l respon
sibility on the other as well as exploring the 
multip le meanings and applications of self
responsibi lity, from the most intimate and 
personal to the social and political. And that 
I see as the much w ider canvas and m uch 
wider job still waiting to be done: to provide 
a philo sophical frame so tha t people will 
understand that the battle for libertarianism 
is not, in essence, the battle for business or 
the battle for markets. Those are merely con
crete forms. It's the battle for your owner
ship of your own life. • 

provide. Blevins cites ample evidence that 
nonphysician providers-such as midwives, 
nurses, and chiropractors-can perform 
many of the services performed by physicians, 
but a t lower cost. W hat's more, 
nonphysicians achieve comparable health 
care outcomes and mainta in h igh patient 
satisfaction. 

"Instead of enforcing strict licensure laws 
tha t focus on entry into the market but do 
not guarantee quality control," Blevins says, 
"states should ho ld pro fessiona ls equally 
accountable for the quali ty of their 
outcomes." That will boost competition, 
lower costs, and increase access to health 

care. • 
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QWERTY, Windows, and the myth of path dependence 

Secondhand Smoke Risk Is Overrated 

T 
he risks of secondhand tobacco smoke 
and smog are wildly exaggerated, and 
Microsoft's position in the computer 
industry presents no risk at all. Those 

are among the findings in the latest issue of 
Regulation, the Cato Institute's quarterly 
review of business and government. In his 
article dispelling the myths surrounding 
secondhand smoke, economist W Kip Viscusi 
of Duke University writes that the available 
evidence suggests that, far from being a 
significant health risk, secondhand smoke is 
little more than a nuisance-and one that is 
being dealt with effectively by private action. 
Viscusi also shows that, contrary to popular 
belief, given the high cigarette taxes smokers 
pay and their tendency to die young, they 
more than compensate society for the costs 
they impose. 

Environmentalists often advocate 
draconian measures to reduce the level of 
ambient ozone, or "smog," in cities. But 
Kenneth Chilton and Christopher Boerner, 
policy analysts with the Center for the Study 
of American Business, review the medical 

evidence and conclude that at current levels 
of exposure, the vast majority of people 
should have few discernible 
symptoms of lung 
irritation. 

One avanr-garde 
excuse for retaining 
federal powers to 
intervene in the economy 
is that certain inferior 
technologies that get to 
market first may have such 
a lead over latecomers that 
better approaches will never 
have a chance. That theory, 
which economists call "path 
dependence," provided the 
rationale for the recent 
antitrust harassment of 
Microsoft. In their article, 
"Policy and Path Dependence : From 
QWERTY to Windows 95," economists Stan 
1.iebowitz and Stephen Margolis demolish 
both the theoretical and the empirical cases 
for path dependence. Neither the case of the 

QWERTY typewriter keyboard nor that of 
the VHS tape system-two examples 

frequently cited-holds up 
w1der analysis. 

The issue also features 
associate policy analyst 
James Bovard 's article 
showing that the 1990 
farm bill had by 1995 cost 
taxpayers at least $56 
billion. Like past fa rm 
bills, it exceeded the 
projected cost, in this case 
by $14 billion. The 36 
million acres being idled 
under the Conservation 
Reserve Program keep 
America's output down, 
which may be the 

reason American farmers' share 
of the world wheat market has dropped from 
51 percent in 1981 to only 32 percent today. 
Bovard concludes that there is no good 
reason to postpone the abolition of farm 
subsidies. • 

Gasman, Gough, and Palmer Join Cato Staff 

T
hree additions to Cato's staff will strength
en the Institute's output of policy stud
ies in teleconununications, science and 
teclmology, and special projects. 

Lawrence Gasman, presiden t of Com
munications Industry Researchers, has been 
named Cato's direc
tor of telecommu
nications and tech
nology studies. He 
is the author of the 
1994 Cato book 
Telecompetition: 
The Free Market 
Road to the Infor
mation Highway 
and the editor and 
publisher of two Lawrence Gasman 
industry newslet-
ters, Broadband Networks and Applications 
Newsletter and Multimedia Netwo1·king 
Newsletter. 
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Michael Gough 
has assumed the 
new position of 
director of science 
and risk studies. He 
was most recently 
a senior associate 
at the congressional 
Office of Technol
ogy Assessment and 
previously taught 
microbiology at Michael Gough 
Baylor College of 
Medicine and SUNY-Stony Brook. He is the 
author of Dioxin, Agent Orange (1986) and 
the coeditor of Readings in Risk (1990) and 
Low Dose, High Politics: Risks in America 
(forthcoming). His more than 40 publica
tions on public policy have centered on can
cer risk assessment and policy and on diox
in risks. He is on the editorial board of Risk 
Analysis. 

Tom G. Palmer has joined Cato as direc
tor of special projects. He will work on man
uscript development 
and explore ways 
to extend Cato's 
educational and 
communications 
efforts through sem
inars, audiotapes, 
and an expanded 
Internet presence. 
Palmer, who had 
prev iously been 
director of student 
affa irs and editor 
of Humane Stud- Tom G. Palmer 
ies Review at the 
Institute for Humane Studies, spent the past 
two years at Oxford University, where he 
will soon complete the doctoral program. 
He holds degrees from St. John's College and 
Catholic University. • 



Cato Books 

Mexican crisis shows pmblems 

Latin Economies Need Stable Money 

M 
onetary instability, which results 
from discretionary government 
policies, is the enemy of an 
economy's transition from statism 

to market liberalism. That's the conclusion 
of a prestigious group of economists and 
policy analysts in a new book published by 
the Fraser Institute of Vancouver, Canada, 
Money and Markets in the Americas: New 
Challenges for Hemispheric Integration, 
edited by James A. Dorn, Cato's vice 
president for academic affairs, and Roberto 
Salinas-Leon, director of Mexico's Center 
for Free Enterprise Research (CISLE). 

The book is based on papers presented 
at Cato's 1994 monetary conference in 
M exico City, which was cosponsored by 
CISLE and the Fraser Institute. The papers 
were updated in light of the Mexican peso 
crisis in 1995, and several new papers were 

commissioned for the volume. 
"It is the uncertainty about the actions 

of monetary authorities, and hence the future 
value of money, that endangers the transition 
from a closed to an open economy," Dorn 
writes in his introduction to the book. 
"Without confidence in the value of money, 
the soundness of financial institutions, and 
the exchange rate," he adds, " there can be 
little confidence in markets and prices. The 
temptation then is to revert to government 
regulation and move away from market 
liberalism." 

The book explores such issues as whether 
a monetary union in the Western Hemisphere 
would encourage or impede sound monetary 
policies, whether Mexico should adopt an 
Argentine-style currency board, and what 
type of monetary constitution is most 
appropriate for the nations of the Americas. 

Contributors 
include Federal 
Reserve Board 
governor 
Lawrence B. 
Lindsey; Jerry 
L. Jordan, president of the Federal Reserve 
Bank of Cleveland; Michael Wilson, former 
international trade minister of Canada; John 
W. Crow, former governor of the Bank of 
Canada; Alan Walters, vice chairman of AIG 
Trading; Steve H. Hanke and Kurt Schuler 
of Johns Hopkins University; George A. 
Selgin of the University of Georgia; Juan 
Andres Fontaine of the Catholic University 
of Chile; Jean-Luc M igue of the University 
of Quebec, and Edward L. Hudgins, Cato's 
director of regulatory affairs; and Michael 
Walker, executive director of the Fraser 
Institute. • 

Rating World Economic Freedom 

T
he United States places fourth in a 
ranking of nations in terms of 
economic freedom, according to a new 
book published worldwide by the Cato 

Institute and 10 other market-liberal think 
ta nks. Economic Freedom of the World: 
1975-1995, by James D. Gwartney, Robert 
A. Lawson, and Walter E. Block, rates Hong 
Kong number 1, with a score of 9 on a scale 
of 10 and a grade of A-plus, followed by 
New Zealand and Singapore. The United 
States has a score of 8 and a grade of A. 
Rounding out the top 10 countries are 
Switzerland, the United Kingdom, Canada, 
Ireland, Australia, and Japan. 

The index developed for the book had 
17 components grouped in four areas: money 
and inflation, government operations and 
regulations, takings and discriminatory 
taxation, and restrictions on international 
exchange. According to the authors, since 
no " best way" to weight the components 
could be found, three alternative indexes 
were derived and the results averaged. 

Twenty-seven countries at the low end 
of the scale were given a grade ofF-minus: 

Brazil, Haiti, Nicaragua, Venezuela, Hungary, 
Iran, Romania, Syria, Nepal, Algeria, Benin, 
Burundi, Central African Republic, Congo, 
Cote d'lvoire, Madagascar, Morocco, Niger, 
N igeria, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, Tanzania, 
Togo, Uganda, Zaire, Zambia, and 
Zimbabwe. 

The five countries that increased 
economic freedom the most from 1975 to 
1990 were Chile, Jamaica, Iceland, Malaysia, 
and Pakistan. The steepest declines were 
found in N icaragua, Somalia, Iran, 
Honduras, and Venezuela. 

Among other findings, the study notes 
that countries earning a grade of A or B had 
average annual growth rates of per capita 
rea l gross domestic product of around 2.5 
percent. "No country with a persistently high 
economic freedom rating during the two 
decades fai led to achieve a high level of 
income, " the authors state. " In contrast, no 
country with a persistently low ra ting was 
able to achieve even middle-income status. " 

Economic Freedom of the World is the 
result of the participation of 62 economists, 
philosophers, legal scholars, and intellectual 

entrepreneurs 
in a series of 
sympos1a 
sponsored by 
the Liberty 
Fund of Indi
anapolis. 
Included in that group were 
Caro president Edward H. Crane and 
Edward L. Hudgins, director of regulatory 
studies. Other participants included Nobel 
laureates Milton Friedman, Gary Becker, and 
Douglass North. 

Copublishing tl1e volume with Cato were 
the Center for Research on National 
Economy in Guatemala, the Center for Free 
Enterprise Research in Mexico, the Fraser 
Institute in Canada, the Free Market 
Foundation of Southern Africa, the Hong 
Kong Centre for Economic Research, the 
Institute of Economic Affairs in the United 
Kingdom, the Institute of Economic Affairs 
Ghana, the Institute of Public Affairs in 
Australia, the Israel Center for Social and 
Economic Progress, and the Liberal Institute 
in Germany. • 
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+ Easier than delivering the mail 
promptly 

A talk radio host and three dozen 
members of the House .. . would mandate 
that the date a bill is posonarked is the. dare 
it is considered paid. 

-Washington Post, Oct. 20, 1995 

+ Of course, we are still in charge, and 
you'll still do whatever we say 

In Montgomery County (Maryland], 
the curs in government have reached a quin
tessence. 

"Government"-the word-is being 
trimmed. 

Declaring it "arrogant" and "off
putting," County Executive Douglas M. 
Duncan has ordered the term stricken from 
the letterhead upon which Montgomery 
employees write, the business cards they 
leave behind and the front doors of the 
official cars they drive .... 

And the satellite government offices 
previously known, for example, as the Silver 
Spring Government Center? Try Services 
Center. 

" It just seemed to me to be too 
officious," said Duncan . . . . "It was more, 
'We're in charge, and you'll do whatever 
we say."' 

-Washington Post, Oct. 20, 1995 

+ How else will they learn about free
dom? 

[Secretary of Veterans Affairs Jesse 
Brown] is supporting compulsory mili
tary service for al118-year-old men and 
women to help reach that "freedom is 
not free." ... 

CATO POLICY REPORT 
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Washington, D.C. 20001 
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' "To Be Governed .. . " 

He notes that the blessings of freedom 
are the foundation for all else. 

-Washington Post, ov. 9, 1995 

+ America's three leading newspapers 
combine to complain that the federal 
government spends more on its constitu
tional responsibility than on a random 
selection of state, local, and private 
tasks 

Reagan's first military budget, (a book 
by Wall Street Journal reporter Andy] Pasz
tor reminds us, ... was half again bigger 
than the combined federal outlay for health, 
education, law enforcement, job training, 
agriculture, energy, environmental pro
tection, transportation and natural resources. 

- Former ew York Times reporter 
Wayne Biddle in the Washington Post, 

ov. 12,1995 

+ The Maryland cookie jar (cont.) 
Prince George's County [Maryland] 

Executive Wayne K. Curry has appointed 
his former campaign manager to a part
time advisory position that could pay him 
as much as $75,000 a year .... 

As the county's "people's zoning 
counsel," [Gregory K.] Wells will be 
responsible for protecting the public interest 
and compi ling records on zoning cases 
before the District Council, a quasi-judicial 
body made up of the nine members of the 
County Council. 

-Washington Post, ov. 14, 1995 

+ There's light at the end of that tunnel 
The arrest of the alleged No. 2 man in 

Colombia's Cali cartel is a death knell for 

the world's most powerful drug trafficking 
organization, said Thomas Constantine of 
the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration. 

-USA Toda)~ Aug. 7, 1995 

+ The Democratic Establishment revives 
the domino theory 

If the war goes on or soon resumes, it 
may well spread to other partS of the former 
Yugoslavia and to the rest of the Balkans, 
still the most unstable region of Western 
and Central Europe. Any widening of the 
Balkan wars could well spread to Eastern 
Europe and the Middle East and pose a 
substantial threat to U.S. national security. 

-Lloyd Cutler in the 
Washington Post, OY. 26, 1995 

+ Same reason Ira Magaziner wanted to 
spend taxpayer millions on cold fusion 

A secret Defense Intelligence Agency 
program that posed tough military 
questions to a handful of full-time, salaried 
psychics was kept alive for years at the 
insistence of a few senators and a con
gressional staff aide despite opposition from 
senior mil ita ry intelligence officials .... 

[C. Richard] D' Amato, who was 
ass igned to the committee staff by Sen. 
Robert C. Byrd (D-W.Va.), a former 
Appropriations Committee chairman, 
confirmed in an interview yesterday that 
he kept the program alive because four to 
six senators had expressed unusual and • 
sustained interest in its potential, and ·' 
because similar psychic research was being 
pursued by the Soviet Union, China and 
"some of our European allies." 

-Washington Post, Dec. 1, 1995 
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